**BOULEVARD TOWER**
2201 Ala Wai Boulevard
1962 / Architect: I. Nohara Maruyama

This building design is reminiscent of horizontal bands, created by utilizing continuous railings on all sides. In every window of the tower, there are small windows that fan out like a flower at different levels. This creates a visual effect that resembles a flower in bloom.

**HAWAIIAN KING**
1170 Wahinehu Street
1962 / Architect: George K.C. Lee

The building has a unique design, with its corners rounded and the facade featuring a series of domed windows. The windows are strategically placed to provide ample natural light to the interior spaces.

**NAPILI TOWERS**
451 Nahua Street
1952 / Architect: Potter & Porter

The Na Pali Towers are a set of three towers, each with a distinctive design. The towers are arranged in a triangular formation, with the tallest tower in the center. The design is inspired by the natural landscape, with its undulating forms and curved lines.

**WHITE SANDS HOTEL**
4510 Kapiolani Boulevard

The White Sands Hotel is a prominent landmark in Waikiki. Its design is a blend of modern and traditional elements, with its white exterior and distinctive architecture.

**HOLIDAY SURF**
2305 Ala Wai Boulevard
1961 / Architect: Edwars Hara

This building is renowned for its distinctive design featuring a series of interconnected towers that create a dynamic and visually striking effect.

**PACIFIC POLYNESIA**
455 Leeward Avenue
1957 / Architect: Roger B. Warner

Originally built as a 20-story hotel, this structure was renovated in 1960 to include a 12-story tower. The exterior is characterized by its modern design, with large windows and a sleek, vertical appearance.

**KAILIWAHILI I**
4210 Leeward Street
1961 / Architect: Edwin Aubin

The building is notable for its use of traditional Hawaiian design elements, such as the use of natural materials and geometric patterns.

**THE SPURJACK**
412 Leeward Street
1960 / Architect: Harry Paulay

This building is known for its unique and angular design, which sets it apart from other structures in the neighborhood.

**ROSALIEI APTS**
412 Leeward Street
1965 / Architect: Morrison & McDonald

The Rosalie Apartments are a set of mid-century modern apartments, characterized by their use of glass and steel, and their folded metal roofs.

**ALOHA FLLW**
1962 / Architect: I. Nohara Maruyama

This building is known for its distinctive design, with its curved roof and large windows that provide a panoramic view of Waikiki Beach.

**KAILUANI COURT APTS**
2180 Leeward Avenue
1945-1947 / Architect: Unknown

The Kailulani Court Apartments are a set of mid-century modern apartments, known for their use of glass and steel, and their modernistic design.

**The CORALS IN WAIKIKI**
244 Leeward Avenue
1959 / Architect: W.T. Spooner & Associates

The Corals is a set of mid-century modern apartments, known for their use of glass and steel, and their modernistic design.

**THE SURFJACK**
412 Leeward Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96815
Tel: (808) 923-8882 / SurfJackerj.com

**WAIKIKI SKYLINE**
410 Leeward Avenue
1965 / Architect: Leonow Breaker, Ltd.

The Wai’ikiki Skyline is an iconic landmark, known for its distinctive design featuring a series of interconnected towers and its use of traditional Hawaiian design elements.
MID-CENTURY ARCHITECTURE MAP

There are still pockets of the Waikiki of “Blue Hawaii” and Don the Beachcomber to be found. Follow this guide for a time-traveling experience of the neighborhood’s mid-century-modern gems.

OTHER NOTABLE MODERNIST BUILDINGS IN WAIKIKI

1. WAIKIKI COVE APARTMENTS
   2118 Kaloh Avenue
   W.T. Specking Co., Associates
   1955

2. WAIKIKI BUSINESS PLAZA
   2270 Kalakaua Avenue
   Eberh Horii
   1965

3. SHORELINE HOTEL
   351 Sarita Avenue
   Edward H. Vincent
   1970

4. ALOHA LANI CONDOMINIUM
   3235 Ala Moana Boulevard
   Leonard, Fresh, Harris and Jones
   1968

5. BREAKERS HOTEL
   720 Beach Walk
   Edith Bauer
   1994

6. HAWAIANA HOTEL
   120 Beach Walk
   Edith Bauer
   1995

7. ST. AUGUSTINE'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
   130 Chai Avenue
   George McLaughlin
   1963

8. PRINCESS KAULANANI HOTEL
   130 Kukui Avenue
   Goettsch Billings
   1962

9. BANK OF HAWAII
   1135 Koko Avenue
   Wesley, Whittier, Allison & Tidwell
   1962

10. WAIKIKI CIRCLE HOTEL
    3844 Kalakaua Avenue
    Foss Associates
    1969

11. 210 LILIKOKALANI
    John Talen
    1960

12. WAIKIKI BELLEVUE APARTMENTS
    1230 Ku街 Street
    John H. Tong
    1962

13. WAIKIKI-KAPAHU LIBRARY
    1200 Ku Street
    Lennon, Fresh & Harris
    1962